Before we start, I'd like to ask you to help me get these few minutes off to good start.

I am scholar-in-residence - look at me, my dress, my hair, my body language - tell me what all this adds up to - be honest - it's important.

Then we'll compare my first story and see how dress, hair, body language contributes to stereotypes.
University of Colorado Experience

Race: Asian
Political: Left Club
Ethnic, Class: Patty / Boyfriend

⇒ Algerian - race / war / home
French - class / education

⇒ me, now -
Arab - camel
Mexican - wetback
Palestinian - terrorist
Jew - money grabbing / land grabbing

here - dress / habits - I have that
problem -
Sari
Yell / Scream
Stereotypes

Modern role (in U.S. Society) -
with new minimal

Gloria Steinem example - gentle, soft spoken
Feminists - ?

Rich & Jane -
Greek Prince
Legs
Horns are bigger

Body language

Prejudices

Stereotypes are invented by small minds - to control, influence, and manipulate - be on guard constantly.